Take Control of Your Story

Without your input, the only source of information on your grantmaking is likely to be your 990.
Complimentary Grants Map
It’s Good for the Sector

Sharing your data helps ensure that the field has the best information to act on…
Resources powered by your data
Foundation Maps

Premier data visualization tool IPA uses to provide information for you on who’s funding what, where around the world.
Who's in the room?

16 funders including AWS Foundation, Inc. or George and Frances Ball Foundation or BLUE RIVER FOUNDATION or Community Foundation DeKalb County, Inc. ..., starting in year(s) 2018, 2019, 2020, 2021

- Number of Grants: 6,046
- Value of Grants: $2.6 Billion
- Number of Funders: 16
- Number of Recipients: 2,726
Foundation Maps: Indiana

www.inphilanthropy.org/get-on-the-map
Foundation Landscapes & Special Issue Sites

Customized issue-specific and publicly available websites that combine data visualization tools, original research, and more to illuminate critical issues in philanthropy

- Community Philanthropy Directory
- Coronavirus (COVID-19) funding
- Funding for Early Childhood Care & Education
- Measuring the State of Disaster Philanthropy
- Racial Equity funding
- YouthGiving

https://candid.org/explore-issues/foundation-landscapes
Research Reports

https://candid.org/explore-issues/research-reports
Indiana Foundation Stats Dashboard

IPA’s dynamically-updated giving dashboard that visualizes Indiana giving priorities, populations served, and strategies

https://indiana.foundationcenter.org/dashboard/
How to Share Your Data?

It's easy. Just export your grants data and email to egrants@candid.org. Candid's software partners make this even easier with pre-formatted reports.

https://candid.org/use-our-data/about-our-data/share-your-grants-data
IPA Member Directory

• Visit inphilanthropy.org/directory to search by:
  – Funder Type
  – Geographic Funding Areas
  – Staff Size
  – County they are based in
  – Funding Areas
Thank you for joining!

LOOK FOR OUR EMAIL

*We will send you slides and handouts from today.*